Chapter Six

Renovation, Expansion and
Reconstruction
St John Apl 11		
		Rush
Sir Thos. Shaughnessy
			
Received advice 1240Pm that roof of painter wing algonquin
					 Hotel standrews caught fire while tar being applied.
			Strong south west wind blowing and little hope of saving hotel
			
as without water supply, it having been shut off for winter.
					 H C Grout
					
120 PM-11
PS 1225 PM
					 There is no hope save Algonquin now, its in flames.
					 H C G

n the fall of 1902, a study commissioned by Frederick G. Todd, landscape architect out of
Montreal and Camden, Maine, gave Thomas Shaughnessy what he needed to make over the Land
Company’s holdings and the Algonquin Hotel. Todd expressed surprise that St. Andrews, with its
magnificent scenery, ideal summer climate, bathing and boating facilities, and roads second to none remained in such an undeveloped state, while far less attractive resorts along the coast of the United States
were overcrowded with houses and hotels. The causes, he said, were the absence of a good water supply,
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the unprogressive spirit of the company that controlled so much land in St.
Andrews, and the Algonquin’s unattractiveness. “The hotel itself,” wrote
Todd, “would certainly go far towards keeping many people away, and I
think it speaks volumes for the place that a hotel so unattractive from the
outside and such a perfect fire trap inside should be so well filled throughout
the summer.”
Todd considered the Algonquin to be “out of proportion, painted a disagreeable colour and wrongly located.” Remodelling it would be expensive
and would not affect its orientation toward Indian Point, which did not offer
the best views. Todd therefore recommended that it be torn down and rebuilt along Prince of Wales Street, with parts of Mary and Carleton streets
closed off to allow for future wings to be added from the east and west ends,
presumably down the hill.
Shaughnessy seriously entertained the idea of a new hotel, and Todd approved of his preference for keeping the new Algonquin low. He added that
an exceedingly picturesque effect might be created by half-timbering the
top two and a half stories and using rough boulders for the lower story. On
the grounds there should be a casino, tennis and croquet courts, and bowling greens. Katy’s Cove should be dammed to improve swimming facilities,
and the golf course should be improved. Todd also recommended building
another hotel at Joe’s Point, which would offer unparalleled views, close
proximity to golfing, bathing, boating, and splendid park-like woods in the
rear. If the area around Katy’s Cove became a housing development, as the
Land Company had proposed, seven rows of houses less than seventy-five
feet apart would be an eyesore and block Shaughnessy’s own view from Fort
Tipperary.
Harvey and Woods of Boston, the hotel’s managers, informed
Shaughnessy that, without improvements, they would not care to renew
their lease for 1903. He was not frightened by the threat. He disliked anyone
as tight-fisted as himself, and was already planning to get rid of Harvey and
Woods, but he needed them for the time being and he knew that significant
changes were indeed required. As well, 1903 would the Algonquin’s first year
of operation under CPR ownership and a shoddy hotel would reflect poorly
on the parent company. Shaughnessy also had larger plans for the town as a
whole. Not everything could be done in one year, of course, but a start must
be made.
For 1903, then, the Algonquin was painted a light red, with many rooms
inside repapered and painted. It got a glassed-in palm room (“an ideal lovers’ retreat,” observed the Beacon) furnished with Crex grass furniture from
Vroom Brothers in St. Stephen. The lavatory on the main floor was enlarged
to twelve by eighteen feet and modernized. A newspaper stand was added
and the nurses’ dining hall enlarged. Five bathrooms were added to the
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two on the second floor, making seven there in total. Six were added to the
third floor and four to the fourth. The absence of water on the fourth floor
until then had been a nuisance for Harvey and Woods, who complained to
Shaughnessy of having to reimburse guests and requested that he do the
same for them. At this the president gave a snort of disgust—and nothing
more. The extra bathrooms increased the need for water, and a 240-foot well
was sunk nearby, making a total of two on the hill and two at Katy’s Cove.
A major attraction of the year was the enlargement of the golf course to
eighteen holes. The total yardage now amounted to 4,615 yards, and each
hole had a fashionable nickname or one appropriate to its location, for example, Kidd’s Treasure, Westward Ho, Eastward Ho, Big Spruce, Swamp,
The Stumps, or Haw Trees. Summer people, including F.W. Thompson and
the Hosmer family, donated their own cups to private tournaments.
The year 1903 would be a milestone year for the town. Anticipating a
summer rush, W.E. Mallory put rubber tires on several of his vehicles and
bought more horses and carriages. Acadiensis published a special edition on
St. Andrews, with views of the town and the Algonquin. On opening day,
the dining room was resplendent with new curtains and silverware, and a
new acetylene gas system lit the hotel gloriously. By season’s end rumours
circulated of a soon-to-be expanded Algonquin.
The hotel did not expand the following year but an effort was made to
accelerate cottage development accumulating around the Algonquin. Four
new cottages, “models of neatness and taste,” reported the Beacon, were built
behind the hotel on Prince of Wales Street, nicknamed “Cottage Avenue.”
Number 1, the closest to the hotel, had a hip roof; Number 2 was a saltbox
and Number 3 an A-frame; and Number 4 had a gambrel roof. Numbers 1
and 2, one-story dwellings, had three or four large bedrooms, a capacious
reception room, and a six-foot veranda along the front and side. Number 3
was a large two-story structure, with three bedrooms and a reception room
on the ground floor and three large bedrooms upstairs. In a time when bathrooms were still uncommon enough to deserve mention as a distinctive feature of a building, this one had two, clearly a luxurious amenity. Number 4,
at forty-five by thirty feet, was the largest cottage. In the style of a Quebec
country house, it had four bedrooms and a bathroom and a reception room
on each floor. The cottages rented for $400-$600 for the season.
All of the cottages were furnished “in sumptuous style” with “artistic
fireplaces.” Piped with hot and cold water from the Algonquin and with
room service available, they were in effect small extensions of the main
building. They were choice accommodations for friends and associates of the
CPR elite and demand for them was immediate. John Hope of Montreal,
an Englishman in the distillery business who had been coming to the
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Algonquin since 1892, reserved Number 1 and C.R. Hosmer took Number
3 before construction had been completed.
The old Sampson Spring also got a make-over. Milton L. Hersey, provincial water analyst, assessed the mineral spring, and pronounced it “of exceptional purity.” A chalet was erected over it and taps were provided for public
use. Although it was never begun, Shaughnessy had planned to create a residential park overlooking Katy’s Cove and to connect Cemetery Road with
the Bar Road.
In April of 1905, Hayter Reed, manager-in-chief of Canadian Pacific
Hotels, announced that the company would devote resources to making St.
Andrews a premier seaside destination by improving the golf links, bathing
beaches, drives, and hotel accommodations. The town had been patronized
largely by people from Boston and New York, and the CPR hoped to also
convince Canadians that they could find in St. Andrews all the pleasures of
an American coastal resort.
For the summer of 1905, the top section of the Algonquin was painted
white, creating a striking effect. Montreal photographer William Notman
took some photographs of the old Algonquin, now classic images, from Prince
of Wales Street. Kate Reed, interior designer and wife of Hayter Reed, had
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The old wooden hotel never looked more elegant than in this 1905 photograph by Notman and Sons of Montreal.
Charlotte County Archives
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